**PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:**

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN (GAC)
- Minnesota State University, Mankato, MN (MSU)
- South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD (SDS)
- University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN (UMN)

**Preliminary Rounds:**

3 wins/ 0 losses

- UMN WD (Stu Whitson - Sean Drury)
- UMN PN (John Pike - Deepak Neduvelil)

2 wins/ 1 loss

- SDS DR (Shawna Duncan - Aaron Rahlfs)
- UMN WJ (Adam Wolff - Rachel Jamison)
- MSU HZ (Jeff Holden - Shanna Zulich)
- BLC BC (Matt Bindert - Vlad Cherevko)
- GAC GP (Brandon Gillette - Justin Paul)
1 win/2 losses

- SDS FH (Jason Frerichs - Robert Haar)
- UMN HM (Monica Heth - Lauren McKay)
- UMN RB (Anthony Reel - Andy Barnhart)
- BLC GJ (Beth Gullixson - Dan Jasperson/Julie Quist)
- BLC GS (Jessica Gehrke - Jen Soost)
- BLC HL (Marie Holtz - Jon Larson)
- BLC BL (Emily Betz - Stacy Lilienthal)
- GAC SC (Henry Stokman - Andrea Carlile)

0 wins/3 losses

- MSU/UMN LS (Scott Lisbon - Hassan Siddiqi)

**Bronze Round**

- SDS FH (opp) def. UMN WD 2-0
- UMN PN (opp) def. MSU HZ 2-0
- GAC SP (opp) def. BLC BC 2-0
- SDS DR (opp) def. UMN WJ 2-0

**Gold Round:**

- SDS FH (opp) def. UMN PN 3-0
- GAC GP (gov) def. SDS DR 2-1

South Dakota State's Gold Award winners: Jason Frerichs and Robert Haar

Gustavus Adolphus' Gold Award winners: Brandon Gillette and Justin Paul
Individual Speakers

- 1 Brandon Gillette 85 Gustavus Adolphus
- 2 Stu Whitson 84 University of Minnesota
- tie 3 Adam Wolff 84 University of Minnesota
- tie 3 Marie Holtz 84 Bethany Lutheran College
- 5 Vlad Cherevko 82 Bethany Lutheran College
- 6 John Pike 81 University of Minnesota
- 7 Rachel Jamison 80 University of Minnesota
- 8 Justin Paul 79 Gustavus Adolphus
- 9 Shawna Duncan 79 South Dakota State U.
- 10 Jeff Holden 79 MSU, Mankato
- 10 Lauren McKay 79 University of Minnesota
- 12 Sean Drury 78 University of Minnesota
- 13 Jason Frerichs 78 South Dakota State U.
- 13 Andrea Carlile 78 Gustavus Adolphus
- 15 Deepak Deduvelil 78 University of Minnesota
- 16 Robert Haar 78 South Dakota State U.
- 17 Henry Stokman 77 Gustavus Adolphus
- 18 Stacy Lilienthal 77 Bethany Lutheran College
- 19 Aaron Rahlfs 76 South Dakota State U.
- 20 Hassan Siddiqi 76 MSU, Mankato

Top speakers: (back) Vlad Cherevko, Adam Wolff, and Marie Holtz
(front) Stu Whitson and Brandon Gillette
Topics

- ROUND 1: This house believes modern technology is killing our culture.
- ROUND 2: This house would shoot for the stars.
- ROUND 3: (Case Study) Betty is morally obligated to report Ron's ownership to the school administration.

Case: Ron is a high school social studies teacher in a small, conservative city. Popular with the students and effective in the classroom, Ron has been nominated several times for Teacher of the Year. However, Ron is a silent partner in the only adult "entertainment" store in the city. Ron has been able to keep this secret for three years and enjoys the thrill of teaching along with the money from the store. One Saturday Ron needed to cover for his store partner because of an emergency when in walked Betty, a fellow teacher with Ron, who was buying a gag gift for a bridal shower. When asked why Ron was there, he was honest and said he owned the place.

- BRONZE: The United States should remove its landmines.
- GOLD: This House would ban wild animal shows.